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Welcome to Via Basics, a unique reference library of information

designed to help you do your job easily, efficiently and effortlessly.

Each volume in this series covers a single topic in detail and provides

helpful suggestions from graphic arts experts. We’ve designed this

series to give you straight answers to your most-often-asked questions.

Sound simple? It is. It’s so simple.

via basics: binding

INTRODUCTION

Binding. It’s as important to your finished product as the concept, the design and the printing. The way your work is bound
and finished, whether it’s a brochure, an annual report, or a
unique invitation, speaks volumes to your reader. Of course,
one of the most important elements of a successful project is the
early, and ongoing, collaboration between designer, printer
and binder. While many printers have common bindery equipment in-house, often a professional binder will be on call to create more complex binding solutions. Putting all these individuals together at the onset of a project provides a measure of
insurance for the success of the final project.
Via Basics: Binding is designed to provide you with most
everything you need to know about choosing the right binding
for your next project. It’s also intended to arm you with enough
production savvy to help you get your job done right, and done
right the first time.
This handbook includes what graphic arts experts say is the
most important information to know about the most frequently
used binding options. Here you’ll learn the strengths and
limitations of each technique, specifications such as page
capacity, finish size and cost considerations, and pointers to
help you plan the job whether you are involved in design,
production or printing.
We hope you find this tool to be a valuable single-source
reference to understanding the basics of binding.
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BINDERY FIRST
NOT LAST

Ironically, bindery work occurs during the final stages of print
production for any given job. But binding should be considered
in the very beginning of any project. There are four reasons for this.
First, binding can be one of the most effective tools for stretching a budget. What you know about different binding techniques can also provide expanded design options. For
instance, 1/color and 4/color signatures may be combined to
create a book that looks like it’s full color throughout, by running
4/color images on one side of the sheet, and 1/color images
on the other side. Careful imposition will ensure that the sheet
will fold so that the colored images appear consistently throughout the book.
Second, good bindery planning prevents costly mistakes.
How a book will be bound dictates how the printing forms are
imposed. Missteps in preparation, such as forgetting the proper grind-off amount for perfect binding or neglecting to allow
for a lip when saddle stitching, could result in thousands of dollars of rework.
Third, the machines used for bindery aren’t as accurate as the
high speed presses we count on for near-perfect registration.
Folding, trimming, punching and binding require tolerances of
1/32 inch, or more. Good binders plan for variation but a mistake at any point in the print production process can result in a
crooked fold, a cracked spine or a crossover that won’t line up.
Finally, different binders have different equipment. Different
equipment means different capabilities. Each binder also has
its own methods and tricks. Don’t assume that the instructions of
one apply to all.
Good communication is crucial to your finished piece. That’s
why early collaboration among designer, client, printer and
binder is necessary.
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TERMINOLOGY
Good communication starts with a clear understanding of
bindery terminology. Bookbinders speak a different language
than printers and designers. Although there is a glossary in the
back of this book, there are a few things you must know up front.
Head
Tail
Face
Spine

The
The
The
The

top of a book
bottom [also called foot] of a book
front of a book
bound edge of a book

Almost everyone involved in print production agrees that the
single biggest error made in project planning is the miscommunication regarding the number of pages versus sheets which
are to be in a finished book. Often used interchangeably, they
do not mean the same thing.
Leaf

A single sheet of paper in a book
[one leaf equals two pages]
Sheet Also called a leaf
Page One side of a sheet/leaf of paper
2

HEAD

FACE

SPINE

TAIL
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LEAF

SHEET

PAGE

SIGNATURES
A finished book may appear as if it is made
from a stack of loose pages. In many cases,
multiple pages are often printed together on
a much larger sheet, then folded, collated
and trimmed on all sides. The trim eliminates
the folds and leaves smooth edges. This is
called creating signatures for binding.
A signature is a sheet of printed pages
which, when folded, fall in order and
become part of a book. Books may be
made from more than one signature. Before
a signature is created, the printer, in cooperation with the binder, must decide how to
lay out the press sheet so the pages will
appear in the proper sequence after the
press sheets are folded and bound. This is
called an imposition.

1

Folded signature (1)
This is the folded version of the flat sheet. It’s
a 16-page signature.
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4

Flat sheet showing page imposition
This flat sheet will result in a 16-page book
[eight pages on the visible side and eight
pages on the back]. Booklets and brochures
of 8, 12, 16 or 32 pages may be made
from a single folded press sheet depending
on the size of the finished piece and the
size of the paper. Imposition is the arrangement of pages on the sheet. Proper imposition guarantees that the pages will appear in
the proper sequence and position after the
sheet is folded and/or trimmed and bound.

Gathered signature (2)
In some binding processes such as sewn
books, signatures are gathered rather than
inserted and then sewn through the fold as a
book block.
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Inserted signature (3)
Signatures may be combined to produce a
larger brochure. The more signatures that are
gathered, and the heavier the paper used to
create those signatures, the greater the creep
[see figure 4]. For example, a 96-page saddle stitched booklet might require 16 different
adjustments.

SCORING
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Head or tail view
of untrimmed signature (4)
When a press sheet is folded down, the
inside pages will push out further from the
spine than the outer pages. This is called
creep or push out. The margins of these center pages must be adjusted so they compensate for creep, ensuring that the final pages
have consistent margins. The heavier the
stock, and the more pages in the signature,
the more creep or push out will exist.

POCKETS
In common, mechanical and adhesive binding, signatures are often gathered together
automatically on the binding equipment.
Each folded signature is inserted into a
mechanical pocket, which ultimately gathers
all the material together in the correct order
before it is bound. Different binding
machines have different numbers of pockets,
and generally, the more pockets you need to
do the job, the more expensive the job will
be. This is because loading the machine is
often done by hand, although the rest of the
binding process is generally automated.
Simply put, the more pockets you need, the
more people it requires to run your job efficiently, so the more your job will cost.

Scoring is critical to any binding job. Ask to
see a scoring sample before your job is finished to ensure you get a clean and accurate
fold. The score should run in the same direction as the grain of the paper. If the design format requires folding in both directions, the primary fold should be parallel to the grain.
Test the sample score by gently folding the
paper; a good score will not crack or tear on
the outside edges. If the paper does crack,
the score may need to be wider and deeper.
Some scoring problems are caused by improper moisture content in the paper; paper should
remain covered when not in use to avoid drying out. If the paper has been exposed, it
might help to run the paper through an offset
press with a fountain solution to help remoisten
the stock. Check with your printer.
Finally, be sure the embossed ridge that results
from the score is on the inside of the fold
[see figures 5 and 6].
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Right
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Wrong

FOLDING
Paper can be folded in countless ways.
Understanding folding is essential to effective
bindery planning, since mismeasured folds
are often the perpetrators of many a reprint.
Folding is not a precise art. Generally, you
can expect a tolerance of 1⁄32 inch per fold.
This depends on the weight and caliper of
the paper stock and the placement of the
folds. This, of course, impacts the way the
bindery will finish the job; proper planning in
the design and production stage will help
eliminate errors.
These are some of the most common folding
styles used in print production today. Use of
standard names will help ensure good communication between designer and printer, as
well as between printer and trade bindery.
The accuracy of the first fold may affect all
subsequent folds. For instance, the first fold
may shift the second fold by 1⁄16 inch, and the
third by 1⁄8 inch, to accommodate for
increased bulk as the folds progress. A good
example is the roll fold or barrel fold. This
folding option requires that the panel widths
increase approximately 1⁄16 inch, each as they
move from the outside panels to the inside.
So, if the finished, folded width is 4 inches
on a 6-panel brochure, the innermost panel
might be 33⁄4 inches wide.
6
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PROOFING
The following proofs are provided by the
printer or bindery and will minimize mistakes
before and during book production. Always
request them.
Dummy. To designers, this is known as a
comp. This is the first composed, comprehensive layout prepared for the client by a
designer. This is generally passed along to
the printer, along with printing specifications.
A dummy is a tangible tool to indicate the
size, shape, form and the general appearance of the finished product.
Bulking sample. This is a blank book,
made up of the actual stock in the weight
and finish that will ultimately be used in the
finished job. It is folded and gathered to
show the final thickness of the book.
A bulking sample is a must for both printer
and binder.
Binding dummy. A binding dummy is
composed of blank pages of assembled signatures that are saddle stitched, sewn or
adhesive bound, and trimmed. Its purpose is
to show the compensation that is needed for
creep and other binding issues.
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Composed blueline. A blueline is a
printer’s proof created by exposing negative
film output from an electronic file to light-sensitive paper. These negatives are then used
to create the actual printing plates, which
print a document. A composed blueline is a
folded, bound sample made from the blueline. Check the composed blueline to ensure
placement of spine, scores, holes, drills and
other binding-related issues.
Sample book. This is a final sample of
your book, created just before final binding.
It is made of the actual printed sheets and all
components required for the finished piece. It
is a final check for all potential problems,
including creep, registration, crossovers, size
and any other possible binding errors.
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BINDING TYPES
Binding a book means attaching sheets together. There are a
number of ways to attach sheets together. Some common
options include gluing, stitching and sewing. Drilling or punching holes in the paper and then securing them is another
option. Binding techniques can generally be grouped into
these categories:
1. The most common and most often specified binding option
is saddle stitching. Whether produced in its traditional format, or in variations such as a loop stitch, it is the simplest
binding method to accomplish. Side stitching is also a common form of binding.
2. To binders, mechanical binding means clasping individual
sheets together with wire, plastic or metal rings. There are
several forms of mechanical binding, including spiral wire,
plastic spiral, double wire and plastic comb, all of which
are featured in this handbook.
3. Adhesive binding options use various adhesives to hold
pages together. Adhesive bindings, such as perfect binding,
are considered to be very versatile. Sewn books, which are
held together by stitches made of thread or cord are generally more durable and flexible. You can case bind books
that are either bound or sewn.
Hand bound books are produced one at a time, are laborintensive to produce, and often require more time and money
than automated options. Nevertheless, hand bound books
afford visual, dimensional and tactile possibilities not possible
with machine-driven techniques. Hand binding is not discussed
in depth in this handbook.
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S A D D L E

S T I T C H

From a technical standpoint, saddle stitching
is one of the simplest binding techniques. It is
also the most widely used. Folded signatures
are placed over a “saddle” and then stapled
along the spine. Also called saddle wire.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Booklets, brochures, newsletters, pamphlets, direct mailers, magazines and catalogs.
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ADVANTAGES
• Fast.
• Inexpensive [least expensive of all binding options].
• Widely and readily available, since most printers saddle stitch in-house.
• Lays relatively flat.
• Accommodates special inserts like business reply envelopes, membership forms, order blanks.
• Gatefolds and foldouts are possible.
• Can use a self or separate cover.
LIMITATIONS
• Longevity. Not recommended for pieces intended for heavy use.
• Lacks printable spine.
• Not possible to bind in a single leaf of paper [as in perfect binding], but single leaves can
be stitched into a saddle stitched book if it has a 31⁄2 inch flap, or extension.
• Thickness limitations. Documents thicker than 1⁄4 inch may require another binding technique.
• May require special design adjustments for creep, especially small formats with high
page counts.

THE PROCESS
1

Signatures are folded with a bind fold [a fold in the paper, which allows a mechanical
or suction device to find the center].

2

Signatures are opened with suction cups or mechanical grippers.

3

Open signatures are hung over a chain or “saddle.”

4

The signatures may then be transferred to succeeding feeding stations. This is how
saddle stitched signatures are inserted into each other.

5

Covers are scored and folded on the saddle stitching machine. Then they are laid
on top of the signature[s].

6

The product is stitched through the fold.

7

The book is trimmed on three sides.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Material Options
• Beyond the standard silver, other wire colors
are available [e.g., black, red, copper].

Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 6 inches [one-up].
• Maximum 12 x 18 inches [one-up].
• Smaller sizes [even as small as 3 x 3] can
be stitched two up and trimmed.
• Oversize saddle stitching is available;
some stitchers can accommodate up to a
19 x 22 finished piece. Be sure the folding equipment can accommodate the long
drop; a 39-inch folder is needed.

Relative Cost
• Saddle stitching, along with other forms of
common binding, is the least expensive
binding option for a wide range of quantities. It is also a good choice for low quantities. For more information, please refer to
the Cost Comparison chart on page 60.

Thickness
• No minimum.
• Maximum 1⁄4 inch.
• The number of pages which can be
stitched depends on the caliper of the
paper. Heavy duty equipment can stitch
books up to 1⁄2 inch.

T I P
Saddle stitching is an economical form of binding for
booklets with a relatively small number of pages. Most
12

binders recommend against saddle stitching for books
larger than 1/ 4 inch thick. If you need tight registration
on crossovers, be sure your bindery has the capability
to do a letterpress score. It may cost more, but images

SADDLE STITCH

will line up more accurately.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Saddle stitched books creep. The pages
nearest the center will extend beyond the
cover. Page numbers, or any artwork that
bleeds, are at risk during trimming.
• You can specify the color of the staple
[wire].
• Let your printer know if the distance
between stitches matters. The minimum distance between stitching heads is 21⁄8 inch.
If you want the stitches closer together [up
to 1⁄8 inch.], find a saddle stitcher that can
do “double stroking” [two stitches one
right after the other].
• Inserts can be bound-in. Design so they
fold into a 4-page signature or add a lip
to the insert for binding.
• A self-cover, printed on the same form as
the text pages of the book, is more economical than a separate cover, printed on
different [often heavier] stock.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing, using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Preflight! Gather the signatures, trim four
sides and add the trimmed covers.
Confirm all text/art is in correct position.
• Generally, the higher the caliper of the
paper and the more pages in a signature,
the greater the potential for creep. This is
magnified even further in a small format
booklet.
• If you are handling electronic prepress,
your software may be able to sequentially
decrease page widths to account for
creep. This is helpful but no substitute for a
binding dummy.

• Single leaves can be stitched into a saddle stitched book if it has a 31⁄2 inch lip.
• If your job has a foldout, be sure the sheet
folds back at least 1⁄8 inch shy of the trim.
• On thick books, expect a slight tear in the
rounded section of the backbone. It’s normal. It happens because the spine edge
isn’t completely supported during trimming.
This is called “tear out.”
• If you have a scuffing or marking problem
during production, and you have sealed
the sheet after printing, try running lighter
pocket loads.
Paper Selection
• Lightweight stocks [under 24 lb.] may
slow production.
• Brochures or booklets produced on cover
weight papers, especially smaller sized
pieces, may pop open. Test first.
• Grain direction is usually not critical,
except for the cover.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be saddle stitched, avoid solid
ink coverage or metallic inks on the outside of any single signature. Or consider
sealing the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Be sure the finished pieces are evenly balanced when packed for shipping to
reduce rubbing/scuffing.
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L O O P

S T I T C H

Loop stitching is a variation on saddle stitching.
The stitch, or wire, is formed into a circular
loop which sticks out beyond the spine in the
finished book. The loops are designed to slip
onto the rings of a three-ring binder. This is
an alternative to hole punching, making it
suitable for reference tools.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Catalogs, reference materials, brochures with a unique look.
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ADVANTAGES
• Finished piece can fit into a ring binder.
• Eliminates the need to punch holes.
• Lays relatively flat.
• Single leaves can be stitched into a loop stitched book if it has a 31⁄2 inch lip.
• Loop stitching allows copy to flow close to the gutter, allowing more copy to fit on a page.
Loop stitches can also be applied to 4- or 6-page folders or brochures, as a means to hang
on rings in a binder.
• Can accommodate special inserts like order forms, business reply envelopes, and other
forms, with added lip.
• Good choice for gatefolds and foldouts, and crossover images.
• Can use a self or separate cover.

LIMITATIONS
• Longevity. Not recommended for pieces intended for heavy use.
• Lacks printable spine.
• Thickness limitations. Documents thicker than 1⁄8 inch may require another binding technique.
• May require special design adjustments for creep, especially small formats with high
page counts.

THE PROCESS
1

Signatures are folded with a bind fold [a loose crease in the paper which allows a
mechanical or suction device to find the center].

2

Signatures are opened with suction cups or mechanical grippers.

3

Open signatures are hung over a chain or “saddle.”

4

The signatures may then be transferred to succeeding feeding stations. This is how
loop stitched signatures are inserted into each other.

5

Covers are scored and folded on the saddle stitching machine. Then they are laid
on top of the signature[s].

6

The product is looped through the fold.

7

The book is trimmed on three sides.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 6 inches [one-up].
• Maximum 12 x 18 inches [one-up].
• Most common is 81⁄2 x 11 [The most common size for loose-leaf binders].
• Oversize loop stitching is available; some
stitchers can accommodate up to a 19 x 22
finished piece [be sure the folding equipment can accommodate the long drop; a
39-inch folder is needed].
Thickness
• No minimum.
• Maximum 1⁄8 inch.
• The number of pages which can be
“stitched” depends on the caliper of
the paper.

Material Options
• Beyond the standard silver, other wire colors
are available [e.g., black, red, copper].
Relative Cost
• Loop stitching is one of the least expensive
binding option for a wide range of quantities. Cost efficiencies improve after 1,000
pieces, and are greatest when more than
5,000 pieces are specified. For more
information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
Loop stitched documents are great for educational
materials because they can be placed directly into a
16

three-ring binder. And, because the holes are so
small, they don’t interfere with text or images which

LOOP STITCH

fall close to the binding edge.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Loop stitched books creep. The pages
nearest the center will extend beyond the
cover. Page numbers, or any artwork that
bleeds, are at risk during trimming.
• You can specify the color of the staple
[wire].
• Let your printer know if the distance
between stitches matters. The minimum distance between stitching heads is 21⁄8 inches. If you want the stitches closer together
[up to 1⁄8 inch] find a saddle stitcher that
can do “double stroking” [two stitches one
right after the other].
• Inserts can be bound-in. Design so they
fold into a 4-page signature or add a lip
to the insert for binding.
• A self-cover, printed on the same form as
the text pages of the book, is more economical than a separate cover, printed on
different [often heavier] stock.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Generally, the higher the caliper of the
paper and the more pages in a signature,
the greater the potential for creep. This is
magnified even further in a small-format
booklet.
• If you are handling electronic prepress,
your software may be able to sequentially
decrease page widths to account for
creep. This is helpful but no substitute for a
binding dummy.

• If your job has a foldout, be sure the sheet
folds back in at least 1⁄8 inch from the trim.
• On thick books, expect a slight tear in the
rounded section of the backbone [score].
It’s normal. It happens because the spine
edge isn’t completely supported during
trimming.
• If the piece is to be mailed, factor in the
overhang from the loops on the binding
edge when choosing an envelope. Not
recommended for self-mailers.
• If you have a scuffing or marking problem
during production, and you have sealed
the sheet after printing, try running lighter
pocket loads.
Paper Selection
• Lightweight stocks [under 24 lb.] may
slow production.
• Brochures or booklets produced on cover
weight papers, especially smaller sized
pieces, may pop open. Test first.
• Grain direction is usually not critical,
except for the cover.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be loop stitched, avoid solid ink
coverage or metallic inks on the outside of
any single signature. Or consider sealing
the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Be sure the finished pieces are evenly balanced when packed for shipping to
reduce rubbing or scuffing.
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S I D E

S T I T C H

Side stitching is a method of binding where
either folded signatures or cut sheets are stapled through the side on the spine of the
book. The wire is inserted through the entire
paper stack, close to the gutter margin. Side
stitched pieces can be dressed up with twopiece covers or wrap-around covers.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Large brochures, digitally-produced documents, manuals, booklets featuring
waterfall text pages.
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ADVANTAGES
• Fast.
• Inexpensive.
• Widely available.
• Strong bind.
• A variety of wire styles and widths are available.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
• Option to add wrap-around cover or finish tape binding.
LIMITATIONS
• The pages will not lay flat when open.
• Requires a minimum 1 inch margin.

THE PROCESS
1

Loose pages are collated and assembled into a stack.

2

The loose pages are stitched or stapled parallel to the spine.

3

When binding signatures, the head, foot and face of the book are trimmed.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 6 inches.
• Maximum 19 x 22 inches.
• Most common is 81⁄2 x 11 [The most common size for loose-leaf binders].
• Oversize side stitching is available; some
stitchers can accommodate up to a 19 x 22
finish piece [be sure the folding equipment
can accommodate the long drop; a 39inch folder is needed].
Thickness
• Minimum 1⁄16 inch.
• Maximum 1 inch.
• The number of pages which can be
stitched depends on the caliper of the
paper. The more pages in the project, the
more difficult the binding.

Material Options
• Beyond the standard silver, other wire colors
are available [e.g., black, red, copper].
• Uncoated stock is easier to side stitch than
coated. Some coated stocks may crack.
Relative Cost
• Side stitching, along with other forms of
common binding, an inexpensive binding
option for a wide range of quantities.
Cost efficiencies improve after 1,000
pieces, and are greatest when more than
5,000 pieces are specified. For more
information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
Side stitching is inexpensive and the most durable of all
binding methods. Side stitched documents can accommo20

date glued covers for a more finished look. Or, for certain
types of resources or educational materials, consider
perforating the sheets so that pages can be pulled out

SIDE STITCH

while the spine stays intact.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Works well with multiple-page signatures
or single leaves.
• A simple cover, such as a book cover or
dust jacket, will dress up the finished product. A wrap may be folded around the
covers, or glued directly to the covers.
• A paper or cloth strip can be used to hide
the raw edges of the spine.
• Specify or find out the placement of the
stitches. A minimum 1 inch margin is
required.
• The thicker the book, the harder it will be
to bind, and to turn pages.
• Books with 20 or more pages may require
special consideration to imagery placement in the gutter area. The further the
reader is in the back of the book, the less
the reader will see of a given page, due
to the stiffness of the binding.
• A self cover, printed on the same form as
the text pages of the book, is more economical than a separate cover, printed on
different [often heavier] stock.
• You can specify different types of stitches
[e.g., those used for industrial applications] to achieve different looks. Different
widths and lengths are available.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• If your job has a fold-out, be sure that
when the sheet folds back in, it is trimmed
at least 1⁄8 inch from the spine.

Paper Selection
• Text weight papers offer a unique cover
choice for this binding option.
• If a cover weight paper is selected for the
cover, remember a score may be needed
on the cover approximately at the point of
the gutter margin.
• To avoid cracking, always run the job parallel with the paper grain.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be side stitched, avoid solid ink
coverage or metallic inks on the outside of
any single signature. Or consider sealing
the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Be sure the finished pieces are evenly balanced when packed for shipping, to
reduce rubbing or scuffing.
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S P I R A L

Spiral binding is a general term that describes
binding techniques that feature a continuous
spiral looped through a series of holes. The
substrate used can be wire [coated or uncoated
with plastic] or solid plastic. Spiral binding
options include single strand wire spiral
[shown and discussed here], double loop wire,
and plastic spiral [featured on following pages].

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Reports, brochures, presentation documents, manuals.
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ADVANTAGES
• Versatile.
• Widely available.
• Almost any material can be punched and bound, including paper, plastic and laminates.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
• Lays flat.
• Finished piece folds over 360 degrees [useful for technical and reference applications].
• Well suited for short runs.
• Can accommodate grain short and most paper weights.
LIMITATIONS
• Not as sturdy as double loop wire.
• If the wire is crushed, it will not return to its original shape.
• Pages will jog when open and pages will step up when turned. Crossover designs will
not align.
• Wire ends are left unfinished; may snag or pull.

THE PROCESS
1

Holes are drilled or punched.

2

Continuous spiral wire is fed into the holes sequentially.

3

Wire is crimped on both ends to prevent unravelling.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 4 inches.
• Maximum 10 x 16 inches.
Thickness
Capacity depends on pitch ratio: [See binding specifier chart on page 55 for more
information.]
• For a 5:1 pitch ratio, your book can be
up to 3⁄8 inch thick.
• For a 4:1 ratio, your book can be up to 1
inch thick.
• For a 2.5:1 ratio, your book can be up to
11⁄4 inch thick.

Material Options
• Different colors of wire are available.
Relative Cost
• Mechanical binding processes are very
cost-efficient at moderate to high quantities; the most generous cost breaks range
from 5,000 to 10,000 pieces, and continue to improve as quantities increase. For
more information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
Spiral wire is ideal for books that contain unusual
materials, like mylar, boards or any material unsuit24

able for other binding techniques, because they can
be punched and bound more easily than stitched.
Documents will lay flat, but don’t count on tight
registration — save critical crossovers for another

SPIRAL

binding process.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Spine possible with special cover wraps.
See page 32.
• Avoid die-cut windows; they may not register properly.
• Avoid diecut pages inside the finished
piece; they too will move.
• Specify the style of the punched hole.
Squares, rectangles, circles and ovals are
common but check with your binder
because they may not have a die for
every hole shape and/or size.
• Copy and art will need to be placed
away from the spine edge. The distance
will vary depending upon the pitch size.
See pitch size in the glossary in the
Resources section for more information.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Different machines producing the same
job may require different layouts for production efficiency. Confirm whether printer
or binder should fold, cut and collate.
• Pre-collated pages supplied to the binder
must all be the same size. If they are not,
hand-punching may be required, at an
increased cost. Consult with your binder in
advance if pages are not uniform.
• Check all art and copy to be sure it is not
running into the punching area. Hole position should be marked on all proofs.
Sometimes the bindery can move the
gauge on the punching machines an extra
1
⁄16 inch.

Paper Selection
• Check grain direction, particularly with
very heavy papers [over 18 points – these
would include chipboards and doublethick cover weights]. Improper grain direction may mean the book will not automatically punch or collate.
• Paper caliper is important. Preview any
paper changes with the binder before the
job goes to press.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be spiral wired, avoid solid ink
coverage or metallic inks on the outside of
any single signature. Or consider sealing
the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Test printed sheets before final binding to
prevent undesirable marks and to evaluate
picking [from punching] or scratching
[from collating and wire insertion].
• When packing, be sure to stagger books
[wire left, wire right] and/or slip sheet, so
that the binding elements don’t rest on the
books underneath which may cause denting and marking.
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P L A S T I C

S P I R A L

A variation on spiral binding where a continuous plastic coil is run through a series of
closely spaced holes near the gutter margin of
loose sheets. Many colors are available and
custom color matches are also available.
Some trademark names include Plastikoil™
and Coilbind™.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Brochures, reports, corporate collateral, children’s books, high-tech manuals, cookbooks and reference materials.
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ADVANTAGES
• Crushproof.
• Durable.
• Clean, modern look.
• Many color, size and pitch patterns.
• Economical for short runs.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
LIMITATIONS
• Not optimal for projects requiring tight registration across spreads. Pages do not align
perfectly from side to side because of the angled rotation of the coils.
• Subject to extreme temperatures. Check with your bindery for any limitations.
• Holes are larger than spiral wire.
• Wire ends are left unfinished; may snag or pull.

THE PROCESS
1

Holes are punched in sheets to be bound.

2

Plastic coil element is rolled into holes, sequentially. This may be done by
hand or on machine at speeds up to 500 books per hour.

3

Plastic coil, once inserted, is cut and crimped.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
Minimum 4 x 4 inches.
Maximum 12 x 20 inches.
Many finish sizes are available with mechanical binding. Odd or especially large sizes
may cost more.
Thickness
Capacity depends on pitch ratio:
• For a 5:1 pitch ratio, your book can be
up to 1⁄2 inch thick.
• For a 4:1 ratio, your book can be up to
11⁄4 inch thick.
• For a 2.5:1 ratio, your book can be up to
2 inches thick.

Material Options
• Different colors are available.
• Hole shapes and sizes vary.
Relative Cost
• Mechanical binding processes are very
cost-efficient at moderate to high quantities; the most generous cost breaks range
from 5,000 to 10,000 pieces, and continue to improve as quantities increase. For
more information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
For very thick books, up to 1 3 / 4 inches, plastic spiral
is a good choice. The weight of such a large book can
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cause wire to bend and de-form. Plastic spiral is more
durable and springs back into shape. And, unlike
plastic comb binding, the pages turn smoothly, without catching.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Spine possible with special cover wrap.
See tip on page 32.
• Custom colors are available and may be
specified using the Pantone system or
other color matching systems. Special colors do cost more and are generally not
done for very small quantity runs.
• Specify the style of the punched hole.
Circles and ovals are common but check
with your binder because they may not
have a die for every hole shape and/or
size.
• Copy and art will need to be placed
away from the spine edge. The distance
will vary depending upon the pitch size
and hole size. See pitch size in the glossary in the Resources section for more
information.
• As the pages are turned, they rise to follow the spiral of the plastic. Avoid designs
with tight registration across spreads.

PLASTIC SPIRAL

Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Different machines producing the same
job may require different layouts for production efficiency. Confirm who is best
suited to fold, cut, and collate.
• Pre-collated pages supplied to the binder
must all be the same size. If they are not,
hand-punching may be required, at an
increased cost. Consult with your binder in
advance if pages are not uniform.

• Check all art and copy to be sure they
are not running into the punching area.
Sometimes the bindery can move the
gauge on the punching machines to get
an extra 1⁄16 inch.
Paper Selection
• Check grain direction, particularly with
very heavy papers [over 18 points – these
include chipboards and double-thick cover
weights]. Improper grain direction may
mean the book will not automatically
punch or collate.
• Paper caliper is important. Preview any
paper changes with the binder before the
job goes to press.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be bound by plastic spiral,
avoid solid ink coverage or metallic inks
on the outside of any single signature. Or
consider sealing the sheet with a varnish
to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Test printed sheets before final binding to
prevent undesirable marks and to evaluate
picking [from punching] or scratching
[from collating and wire insertion].
• When packing, be sure to stagger books
[wire left, wire right], and/or slip sheet so
that the binding elements don’t rest on the
books underneath. This may cause denting
and marking.
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D O U B L E

W I R E

Books bound with double wire spiral binding
[also called twin wire] use a continuous hinge
of double loops of wire to hold the book covers and leaves together. A commonly used
name for double loop wire is Wire-O®.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Upscale brochures, reference manuals, calendars, cookbooks.
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ADVANTAGES
• Versatile; can include a hanger in the hinge for hanging.
• Very durable.
• Lays flat.
• Highly automated, and may be more cost-effective than other methods, depending on size
of run.
• More finished look than spiral binding, because connectors and ends of the hinges are hidden on the inside back cover.
• Allows for nearly perfect alignment between pages. Pages do not jog when book is open.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
• May be case bound.
• Pages can be removed without damage to the book.

LIMITATIONS
• If the wire is crushed, it will not return to its original shape.
• No new pages can be added unless they are combed in [requires T-slot punches].
• Holes are usually square, but can be round. Consult with your binder.

THE PROCESS
1

Sheets are cut, trimmed and collated.

2

Holes are punched along the edge to be bound.

3

The wire element, [which may or may not be precut to size depending
on the equipment to be used,] is inserted into the punched sheets.

4

The wire is closed to form a circle around the sheets by manually operated or automated machine.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 3 inches.
• Maximum 12 x 18 inches
• Larger pieces are possible with special
equipment.
Thickness
Capacity depends on pitch ratio:
• For a 3:1 ratio, your book can be up to
11⁄8 inch thick.
• For a 2.1:1 ratio, your book can be up to
11⁄8 inch thick.

Material Options
• Different colors of wire are available.
• Wire gauges [diameter] vary.
• Hole shapes and sizes vary.
Relative Cost
• Mechanical binding processes are very
cost-efficient at moderate to high quantities; the most generous cost breaks range
from 5,000 to 10,000 pieces, and continue to improve as quantities increase. For
more information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
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You can create a cover [and a printable spine] for a
double loop wire bound book by folding the back cover
from the spine, punching it at the fold and then
inserting the wire. The cover is then folded back again
to create the spine and front cover. This method conceals the wire on the front cover and spine, but wire
will show through the back cover.
For a fully concealed cover, extra glue tab sheets
are inserted on the front and back of the book block
and then wired together. An adhesive is then applied
[by hand] to the tabs, and covers are applied. This is a
more costly operation, but very sturdy. Sometimes, a
single tab [and glue application] will suffice. Ask
your binder for guidance.

T I P
Double loop wire can also be “split” to create a
unique look for a document, or to make room for a
wire hanger for documents to be posted [such as calendars]. Called “split wire,” this method can be
expensive, because most binderies are not equipped to
r u n s p l i t w i r e e f f i c ie n t ly . Th e t e c h n i qu e o f t e n
requires two passes through the binding equipment,
and hangers must be inserted manually.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Spine possible with special cover treatment. See page 32.
• Copy and art will need to be placed
away from the spine edge. The distance
will vary depending upon the pitch and
hole size. See pitch size in the glossary in
the Resources section for more information.
• You can achieve great results with fullbleed spreads or designs where images
and text cross the gutter.
• Diameter of wire is usually 1⁄8 inch greater
than text. Consider this when specifying an
envelope or other packaging device.
• Consider round corners as a finish option.

DOUBLE WIRE

Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• The book bulk should be 1⁄16 inch to 1⁄8 inch
less than the diameter of the chosen wire.
• Different machines producing the same
job may require different layouts for production efficiency. Confirm who is best
suited to fold, cut, and collate.
• Pre-collated pages supplied to the binder
must all be the same size. If they are not,
hand-punching may be required, at an
increased cost. Consult with your binder
in advance if pages are not uniform.
• Check all art and copy to be sure they
are not running into the punching area.
Sometimes the bindery can move the
gauge on the punching machines to
get you an extra 1⁄16 inch.

Paper Selection
• Check grain direction, particularly with
very heavy papers [over 18 points – these
would include chipboards and doublethick cover weights.] Improper grain
direction may mean the book will not
automatically punch or collate.
• Paper caliper is important. Preview any
paper changes with the binder before
the job goes to press.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures, avoid
solid ink coverage or metallic ink on the
outside of any single signature. Or consider sealing the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Test printed sheets before final binding to
prevent undesirable marks and to evaluate
picking [from punching] or scratching
[from collating and wire insertion].
• Allow extra space to account for the outside diameter of the wire when shipping
packages or boxes.
• When packing, be sure to stagger books
[wire left, wire right] and/or slip sheet, so
that the binding elements don’t rest on the
books underneath. This may cause denting
and marking.
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P L A S T I C

C O M B

Plastic comb is a plastic binding that has teeth
or flaps that open. Rectangular slots [holes]
are punched into sheets on the binding edge
of collated sheets. The sheets are then placed
on the open comb and the comb is closed. A
commonly used name is GBC®

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Reports, reference materials, presentations, documents, proposals.
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ADVANTAGES
• Widely available.
• Greatest capacity of any mechanical binding.
• Economical for short run projects.
• Imprinting on comb is possible, via foil stamping or screen printing.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
• Can be reopened to insert additional pages, with the proper equipment.
• Facing pages align.
LIMITATIONS
• Visual and tactile appeal.
• Fewer standard color choices are available.
• Will not open past the lay flat position.
• Costly for large quantities. Comb insertion is a hand operation; unit costs do not drop
significantly as quantities increase.
• Pages slightly step up when they are turned.

THE PROCESS
1

Holes are punched into sheets.

2

The teeth of the comb are inserted into the holes.

3

The comb is closed.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 2 inches.
• Maximum 12 x 15 inches.
Thickness
• Minimum 1⁄32 inch thick.
• Maximum 13⁄4 inches thick.

Material Options
• A variety of standard comb colors are
available.
• Spine imprint [silkscreen or foil] is possible.
Relative Cost
• Automated plastic comb binding can be
comparable to other mechanical binding
processes, but check with your binder.
Manual comb binding can be more costly
at higher quantities. For more information,
please refer to the Cost Comparison chart
on page 60.

T I P
If you’re looking for a binding solution for a large document with a low quantity, plastic comb binding is a good
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choice. It’s also one of the most widely-available binding
techniques, and short runs can be turned around, often
in record time. It’s not the way to go with higher quantities though – much of the process is not automated, so
costs only decrease slightly as quantities increase.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Only rectangular holes are available.
• Copy and art will need to be placed
away from the spine edge.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Different machines producing the same
job may require different layouts for production efficiency. Confirm whether printer
or binder is best suited to fold, cut and
collate.
• Check all art and copy to be sure they
are not running into the punching area.
Allow extra production time if the spine
message is to be imprinted on comb.
• If tabs are to be incorporated into the final
book, check to see if they will be punched
on the same machine as the main text. If
not, request a pre-production copy first to
see if any adjustments need to be made
due to machine variances.

Paper Selection
• Check grain direction, particularly with
very heavy papers [over 18 points – these
would include chipboards and doublethick cover weights]. Improper grain direction may mean the book will not automatically punch or collate.
• Paper caliper is important. Preview any
paper changes with the binder before the
job goes to press.
Post Printing
• Check printed sheets before final binding
to prevent undesirable marks and to evaluate picking [from punching] or scratching
[from collating and wire insertion].
• When packing, be sure to stagger books
[wire left, wire right] and/or slip sheet so
that the binding elements don’t rest on the
books underneath. This may cause denting
and marking.

PLASTIC COMB
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P E R F E C T

B O U N D

Perfect binding is a form of adhesive binding. First, the spine of the book block is cut
and roughened. Next, adhesive is applied to
the rough edge. Finally, a cover is glued
firmly in place. The head, foot and face of
the book are then trimmed.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Corporate reports, annual reports, brochures, books, manuals.
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ADVANTAGES
• Versatile.
• Overall look and visual appeal.
• Printable spine.
• Longevity.
• Ability to creatively interleaf pages.
LIMITATIONS
• Doesn’t lay flat. Not suggested for applications in which hands-free reading is
important [e.g. cookbooks, technical guides, directories or instruction manuals].
• Minimum thickness of 1⁄8 inch needed if spine is printed or 1⁄16 inch if spine isn’t printed.

THE PROCESS
1

Folded signatures or single leaves are gathered into a stack.

2

The spine side of the stack is milled to remove the folded edges, and roughened to
expose the paper fibers. The edge of each page is left exposed.

3

Hot melt adhesive is applied along the spine edge of the book. The glue does not
penetrate; it flows around the exposed fibers.

4

The cover is applied to the spine while the glue is hot. It is then pressed onto the
spine, and wrapped around the book block.

5 Hot melt dries in 2 to 25 seconds.
6

The book is run through a three knife trimmer to trim the face, the head and the foot.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 315⁄16 x 415⁄16 inches.
• Maximum 123⁄16 x 181⁄2 inches.
Thickness
• Minimum 1⁄16 inch.
• Maximum 23⁄8 inches.
• The number of pages which can be glued
together in a book block depends on the
caliper of the paper.

Material Options
• PUR adhesive binding is an option to perfect binding if coated paper is specified
or the book needs to lay flat. See tip on
page 44.
Relative Cost
• Perfect binding is a good choice for moderate to high quantities, and tends to be
less expensive than mechanical binding.
The most generous cost breaks range from
1,000 to 5,000 pieces, and continue to
improve as quantities increase. For more
information, please refer to the Cost
Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
Page imposition is critical on perfect bound jobs because the
covers must run parallel with the grain. Unfortunately,
sometimes this requires a less-than-efficient use of paper.
For example, if you’re printing covers for an 8 1/ 2 x 11 perfect
bound book with the grain parallel to the spine, you will
only fit three covers on each sheet for most standard paper
sizes [23 x 35, 25 x 38, 26 x 40].
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Cross-grain covers present problems, including cracking
and wrinkling on the spine. However, if you are printing the
cover on an uncoated text weight paper or on a lightweight
cover and if there is no ink coverage on the spine, you may
be able to print your job 4-up. Ask your binder to test the
paper before you determine the page imposition.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Keep live imagery 1⁄2 inch from the gutter.
• Crossovers can be tricky, and success
depends upon printing process, caliper of
stock, the number of pages in the folded signature and folding accuracy.
• Diagonal lines are nearly impossible to line up.
• Note crossovers, bleeds and borders on
your hardcopy. They require special bindery
attention.
• If the spine prints, confirm the width of the finished spine before finalizing artwork.

• Lay out text and cover pages with the paper
grain parallel to the spine. Short grain covers
may crack or wrinkle.
• Layout signatures and pages with the same
head and foot trim margins. Book blocks traveling to the perfect binding line normally jog
to foot. Consistency will minimize errors.
Paper Selection
• Different paper weights, colors and finishes
may be interleaved.
• Expect cracking on coated covers with heavy
ink coverage [can be prevented with film lamination].
• Some printers prefer not to perfect bind coated cover papers because some coatings can
prevent glues from strongly adhering to the
fibers. Test papers first. Heavy weights and
cross grained stocks can also be troublesome.
• Flysheets may slow down perfect binding,
due to time and cost considerations.

Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in their
correct weights and finishes. Papers in similar
weights may not bulk out the same.
• Preflight! Gather the signatures, trim four sides
and add the trimmed covers. Confirm all
text/art is in correct position.
• Pay close attention to crossover images, especially between signatures. Check color breaks
on the spine edge.
• The cover needs four scores [two backbone +
two hinge]. Side gluing and a hinge score
protect the glued portion of the cover when
opening. Covers must be letterpress scored to
avoid rounding.
• The cover should be 1⁄8 inch to 3⁄8 inch longer
than the signature on the foot to act as a
glue trap.
• Foldouts require extra attention so they don’t
get glued in or trimmed off. Generally, both
will need to be undersized by 1⁄8 inch from the
face. Involve your binder early.
• If strength and durability are important, consider notch perfect binding. Perforations cut
into the spine may provide better glue
adhesion.

Printing
• Avoid printing in gutters.
• Do not print or apply coatings on the inside
of the scores or glue area. If you must do so,
use wax-free inks.
• If the covers have heavy ink coverage, especially dark or metallic inks, varnish or film laminate to minimize cracking and scuffing.
• Identify the press gripper and side guides on
cover sheets going to an outside bindery.

PERFECT BOUND

Post Printing
• Shrinkwrap to prevent scuffing. If covers are
coated and have heavy ink coverage, consider shrinkwrapping individually or in small
multiples.
• Pack tightly.
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L A Y

F L A T

Lay flat binding is different from perfect
binding because it can lay flat on a surface.
The process was originally patented under
the name Otabind and describes a lay flat
book with a soft cover binding. The pages of
the book don’t attach to the inside cover
spine; rather a free-floating “cap” affixed to
the inside covers of the book holds the pages.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Soft-cover books such as technical manuals, directories, instruction books, reference
pieces and cookbooks.
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ADVANTAGES
• Lays flat, unlike other perfect binding options.
• Printable spine that doesn’t crease.
• Longevity.
• Ability to creatively interleaf papers.
• Better than perfect binding for applications in which hands-free reading is important.
LIMITATIONS
• Not recommended for coated stocks. Consider PUR binding [page 44] or sewn binding
instead.

THE PROCESS
1

Signatures are folded.

2

Signatures are collated.

3

Book and spine are gathered together and milled, and receive adhesive
on the spine and sides.

4

A crash cap is applied.

5 Additional side glue is applied.
6

Covers are fed from cover feeder and six scores are applied on the cover.

7

The cover is glued to both sides of the book.

8

The book is trimmed on a three-knife trimmer.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
• Minimum 4 x 5 inches.
• Maximum 12 x 15 inches.
Thickness
• Minimum 1⁄4 inch.
• Maximum 11⁄2 inches.

Material Options
• Perfect binding is an alternative to lay flat
binding, if the document does not need to
lay flat.
Relative Cost
• Lay Flat binding is cost-efficient at moderate
to high quantities. The process tends to add
more cost than perfect binding, but is still
less expensive than most mechanical binding options. The most generous cost breaks
range from 5,000 to 10,000 pieces, and
continue to improve as quantities increase.
For more information, please refer to the
Cost Comparison chart on page 60.

T I P
Lay flat binding is not generally suitable for coated
stocks, or for books that have solid ink coverage in
the gutter areas. But there is an alternative: PUR
binding is a form of binding using polyurethane-reactive [PUR] adhesive. The process is much like perfect
binding, but the adhesive is more flexible than other
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glues, allowing PUR bound books to lay flat, and
accommodate any type of coated or uncoated stock.
It’s often used for soft cover books such as technical
manuals, directories, instruction books, reference
pieces and cookbooks.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT
Design
• Do not design in the spine or gutter areas
on the first and last pages of signatures,
as they will be glued.
• Note crossovers, bleeds and borders on
your hardcopy. They require special
bindery attention.
• If the spine prints, confirm the finished
spine width before finalizing artwork.
Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Foldouts require extra attention so they
don’t get glued in or trimmed off.
Generally, both will need to be undersized
by 1⁄8 inch from the face. Involve your
binder early.
• Lay out your text and cover pages with
paper grain parallel to the spine. Short
grain covers may crack or wrinkle.

Printing
• Avoid printing in gutters.
• Do not print or apply coatings on the
inside of the scores or glue area. If you
must do so, use wax-free inks.
• If the covers have heavy ink coverage,
especially dark or metallic inks, varnish or
film laminate to minimize cracking and
scuffing.
• Identify the press gripper and side guides
on cover sheets going to an outside
bindery.
Post Printing
• Shrinkwrap to prevent scuffing. If covers
are coated and have heavy ink coverage,
consider shrinkwrapping individually or in
small multiples.
• Pack tightly.

Paper Selection
• Different paper weights, colors and finishes may be interleaved.

LAY FLAT
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S E W N

Sewn bindings are usually created from signatures of 8 to 64 pages. The signatures are sewn
together with thread through the center.
Once the signatures are sewn together, they
can be case- or paper-covered.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Most frequently used in case [hard] bound or soft-cover books, including premiumquality corporate reports and books, keepsake books and journals, textbooks, children’s
books and other library-quality books.
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ADVANTAGES
• Books lay flat when open.
• Durability.
• Longevity.
• No minimums. Can bind a wide range of thicknesses.
LIMITATIONS
• Typically a longer production time than common or mechanical binding.
• Costly if book will ultimately be case bound.

THE PROCESS
1

Signatures are folded. [No perforations are needed in the spine area.]

2

Folded signatures are gathered together.

3

Gathered signatures are sewn together.

4

Books may be case bound or paper-covered.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish Size
Minimum 3 x 53⁄4 inches.
Maximum 121⁄2 x 161⁄2 inches
• Larger sizes can be done on hand fed
machines, which may have a minimum
page count of 2 signatures of 8 pages
each.
Thickness
• No minimum.
• Maximum [paperback] 13⁄4 inches
• Maximum [hard cover] 3 inches.

Material Options
• Paper as light as 40 lb. text to as heavy
as 80 lb. cover can be sewn successfully.
Relative Cost
• Sewn binding is more expensive than
common or mechanical binding techniques, and are most cost effective when
5,000 or more pieces are specified. Cost
efficiencies continue to improve as quantities increase. Keep in mind, however, that
sewn books are often case bound as well,
adding additional cost. For more information, please refer to the Cost Comparison
chart on page 60.

T I P
Usually, sewn books are sewn directly through the
fold of single or multiple signatures. However, side48

sewn books are sewn through the side of the book,
close to the gutter edge. Side sewn books are
extremely durable, and are often used for children’s
books and text books. However, they do not lay as
flat as books sewn through the fold.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT

Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• Be sure to add collating marks [also
called plugs] to the spine of each signature. Before releasing to the bindery, prepare a rule up of a press sheet.
• If your sewn book has signatures with
varying page counts, pay careful attention
to the order to maximize production efficiency and binding strength.
• Let your binder do the folding, especially
on jobs with critical crossovers.
• 4-page signatures cannot sew, since folding through one fold will tear the paper.
Any 4-page signatures must wrap, tip, or
insert into another signature.
• Lay out text and cover pages with the
paper grain parallel to the spine. Short
grain covers may crack or wrinkle.

Paper Selection
• Different paper weights, colors and finishes may be interleaved.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be sewn, avoid solid ink coverage or metallic inks on the outside of any
single signature. Or consider sealing the
sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing
during finishing.
Post Printing
• Shrink wrap books to avoid scuffing of
covers in the carton.
• Consider how the books will be packed.
Heavy books should be packed in smaller
boxes, especially if they are to be handcarried by the author, writer or publisher.
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SEWN

Design
• If you have critical crossovers, lay out signatures with crossovers as 8 or 16-pages
to prevent creep.
• May add a hard or soft [paper] cover.

C A S E

B O U N D

Case binding results in a hardcover book.
Signatures are either adhesive bound or
sewn. The book block is trimmed and placed
into a case consisting of binder’s board covered with paper, cloth or another substrate.
The case is held to the book block by endsheets attached to the first and last signature,
and glued solid to the inside covers. Also
called edition binding.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Books, reference books, archival materials.
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ADVANTAGES
• Strength.
• Quality.
• Durability.
• Good looks.
• Substantive.
• May be printed or foil stamped on the spine and cover.
• Versatility: can incorporate sewn signatures; perfect bound or burst perfect bound
bodies; as well as side stitched, side sewn and mechanical bindings.
• Option to incorporate specialty processes.
LIMITATIONS
• High cost. The most costly of all binding types.
• Time. Production can take a considerable amount of time depending on quantity.

THE PROCESS
1 Signatures are gathered.
2 Signatures are sewn along the spine.
3 Sewn book block is glued on the spine.

4 Book block is trimmed on three sides, the outside edge, the head and the foot.
5

If gilding, marbling or other special effects are specified [e.g., gold leaf], it is
applied at this point to the three finished sides of the book block.

6

The trimmed book block is then glued inside a case. The case can be made of
binder’s board covered with paper, cloth, leather or other materials.

7

The case is held to the book block by endsheets attached to the first and last
signature and glued to the inside covers.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Finish size
Minimum 3 x 53⁄4 inches.
Maximum 121⁄2 x 161⁄2 inches.
Larger sizes can be done on hand fed
machines, which may have a minimum page
count of 2 signatures of 8 pages each.
Thickness
• No minimum.
• Maximum [paperback] 13⁄4 inches.
• Maximum [hard cover] 3 inches.
Material Options
• Paper as light as 40 lb. text to as heavy
as 80 lb. cover can be sewn and case
bound successfully.

Material Options
• Specify the type of spine you desire [see
Design on next page].
• Consider the board needed. Warp-resistant binder’s board is specified for books
intended for longevity. Books with shorter
expected life spans can use a lower quality board.
• There are other special options to consider
in a case bound book such as ribbons for
placeholders; gold edge leafs; thumb
notches; specialty processes like foilstamping, embossing.
• Cover binding materials can be specified
[paper, cloth, leather, etc.]
Relative Cost
• Case binding is the most elaborate of all
the binding methods discussed here. It is
also the most costly. Cost efficiencies are
best at moderate quantities of 5,000 to
25,000 pieces, and reduce slightly for
higher quantities. For more information,
please refer to the Cost Comparison chart
on page 60.

T I P
If your case bound book has critical crossovers, layout the signatures with crossovers as 8- or 16-page
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signatures to prevent creep. To maximize production
controls, this is a good time to let your binder do
the folding.

HOW THIS BINDING METHOD AFFECTS YOUR PROJECT

Production
• Always prepare a bulking dummy before
printing using the actual paper stocks in
their correct weights and finishes. Papers
in similar weights may not bulk out the
same.
• If your case bound book has signatures
with varying page counts, pay careful
attention to order to maximize production
efficiency and strength.
• Let your binder do the folding, especially
on jobs with critical crossovers.
• Specify the right board for the application.
Make sure your binder has the board you
need on hand [if the product is not readily
available, expect delays].
• Once published, books generally require
a lot of storage space and may require
long inventory times. Factor warehousing
into your estimate.

Paper Selection
• Premium uncoated, 80 lb. text papers are
usually specified for end sheets.
• If coated endsheets are used, they should
be heavier than premium uncoated sheets
or they will wrinkle.
• All papers that will be glued should be
tested first.
• Layout text and cover pages with the
paper grain parallel to the spine. Short
grain covers may crack or wrinkle.
• Printed covers applied to board and end
sheets should all go in the same grain
direction, to avoid warping.
Printing
• If a piece has multiple signatures that will
ultimately be case bound, avoid solid ink
coverage or metallic inks on the outside of
any single signature. Or consider sealing
the sheet with a varnish to minimize scuffing during finishing.
Post Printing
• Shrink wrap books to avoid scuffing of
covers in the carton.
• Consider how the books will be packed.
Books that weigh a lot should be packed
in smaller boxes, especially if they are to
be hand-carried by the author, writer or
publisher.
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CASE BOUND

Design
• You have three spine choices: rounded
[common], flat back [premium, for coffee
table books], tight back [3 lbs. and up].
• Consider if you want a dust jacket.
• Specify your cover material.

NOTES
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SPECIFIER

This chart includes valuable information for designers, printers and production

managers to help you get the information you need to achieve the best binding

job possible. Check the Information Sources on page 71 for additional reading on

common, mechanical or adhesive/sewn bindery techniques.
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BINDING SPECIFIER
This chart shows the standard specifications for the most widely available machine bindery equipment. However, differences do exist among different types of equipment. Your binder’s equipment may be
automated, semi-automated or manual, affecting the specifications, cost and turnaround time of your job. Other sizes and capacities may be available as well, so check with your binder.
METHOD

SIZE
Pitch

CAPACITY

DESIGN

Minimum
Size

Maximum
Size

Minimum
Thickness

Maximum
Thickness

FUNCTIONALITY

Printable
Distance to keep
Crossover
Lays
Spine
text & art from spine Registration Flat

Saddle stitch

N/A

4 x 6 inches
[101.6 x 152.4 mm]*

12 x 18 inches
[304.8 x 457.2 mm]*

No minimum

1
⁄4 inch
[6.4 mm]*

No

No requirement

Good

Loop stitch

N/A

4 x 6 inches
[101.6 x 152.4 mm]*

12 x 18 inches
[304.8 x 457.2 mm]*

No minimum

1
⁄8 inch
[3.2 mm]*

No

No requirement

Good

4 x 6 inches
[101.6 x 152.4 mm]*

19 x 22 inches
[482.6 x 558.8 mm]

1
⁄16 inch
[1.6 mm]

1 inch
[25.4 mm]

No***

1 inch
[25.4 mm]

Fair

5:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

10 x 16
[254 x 406.4 mm]

1
⁄32 inch
[.8 mm]

3
⁄8 inch
[9.5 mm]

No***

3
⁄8 inch
[9.5 mm]

4:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

10 x 16
[254 x 406.4 mm]

1
⁄4 inch
[ 6.4 mm]

1 inch
[25.4 mm]

No***

2.5:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

10 x 16
[254 x 406.4 mm]

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

11⁄4 inches
[31.8 mm]

5:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

12 x 20 inches
[304.8 x 508 mm]

No minimum

4:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

12 x 20 inches
[304.8 x 508 mm]

No minimum

2.5:1

4 x 4 inches
[101.6 x 101.6 mm]

12 x 20 inches
[304.8 x 508 mm]

No minimum

3:1

4 x 3 inches
[101.6 x 76.2 mm]

12 x 18 inches
[304.8 x 457.2 mm]

2:1

4 x 3 inches
[101.6 x 76.2 mm]

⁄ C2C

Perfect binding

Durability
Good

FAST

Good

FAST

No

Very Good

FAST

Poor

Yes
360°

Good

MEDIUM

3
⁄8 inch
[9.5 mm]

Poor

Yes
360°

Good

MEDIUM

No***

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Poor

Yes
360°

Good

MEDIUM

No***

3
⁄8 inch
[9.5 mm]

Poor

Yes
360°

Very good

MEDIUM

11⁄4 inches
[31.8 mm]

No***

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Poor

Yes
360°

Very good

MEDIUM

2 inches
[50.8 mm]

No***

9
⁄16 inch
[14.3 mm]

Poor

Yes
360°

Very good

MEDIUM

1
⁄32 inch
[.8 mm]

11⁄8 inches
[28.6 mm]

No***

3
⁄8 inch
[9.5 mm]

Very good

Yes
360°

Very good

MEDIUM

12 x 18 inches
[304.8 x 457.2 mm]

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

11⁄8 inches
[28.6 mm]

No***

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Very good

Yes
360°

Very good

MEDIUM

4 x 2 inches
[101.6 x 50.8 mm]

12 x 15 inches
[304.8 x 381 mm]

1
⁄32 inch
[.8 mm]

13⁄4 inches
[44.5 mm]

Yes

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Good

Yes

Good

FAST

N/A

315⁄16 x 415⁄16 inches
[100 x 125.4 mm]

123⁄16 x 181⁄2 inches
[309.6 x 469.9 mm]

1
⁄16 inch
[1.6 mm]

23⁄8 inches
[60.3 mm]

Yes,
[1⁄4 inch min.]

1
⁄4 – 1⁄2 inch
[6.4 – 12.7 mm]

Good

No

Very good

MEDIUM

Lay flat binding

N/A

4 x 5 inches
[101.6 x 127 mm]

12 x 15 inches
[304.8 x 381 mm]

1
⁄4 inch
[6.4 mm]

11⁄2 inches
[38.1 mm]

Yes

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Good

Yes

Very good

MEDIUM

Sewn binding

N/A

3 x 53⁄4
[76.2 x 146.1 mm]

121⁄2 x 161⁄2
[317.5 x 419.1 mm]

No minimum

13⁄4 inches [44.5 mm] (paper)
3 inches [76.2 mm] (hard cover)

No***

1
⁄4 – 1⁄2 inch
[6.4 - 12.7 mm]

Very good

No

Excellent

SLOW

Case binding

N/A

N/A**

N/A**

N/A**

13⁄4 inches [44.5 mm] (paper)
3 inches [76.2 mm] (hard cover)

Yes

1
⁄4 – 1⁄2 inch
[6.4 - 12.7 mm]

Very good

No

Excellent

SLOW

Side stitch

Spiral wire

Plastic spiral

Double wire

Plastic comb

9
16

1
⁄2 inch
[12.7 mm]

Yes

TIME

* Based on one-up. Heavy duty equipment can stitch up to 1⁄2 inches [12.7 mm]. ** Case bound books are typically sewn or perfect bound first, then encased with a hard or soft cover. Therefore, the size and capacity limits for those processes determine what can be case bound.
*** Printed spine is an option with a special cover wrap.
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RESOURCES
This section includes valuable information for designers, printers
and production managers, to help you get information you need
to achieve the best binding job possible.
1. One of the first considerations on any project is budget. The cost comparisons chart in this section gives you
a relative idea of cost for the most popular binding
techniques.
2. To avoid binding errors, be sure to keep a look at the
pre-flight checklist as well. These last-minute checks can
be critical to the successful completion of any binding
job.
3. Book thickness estimates are also included here, so you
can determine what binding technique is most appropriate - and most affordable - for your binding project.
4. We've also included the most frequently asked questions by printers as well as graphic designers, so you
can get the information you need in a hurry.
5. Don't understand a term? Check out the glossary.
6. Want more information or need a source? Look at the
list of texts, as well as industry associations and experts
for the latest on different binding techniques.
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COST COMPARISON -32 PAGE BOOK

Saddle Stitch
Loop Stitch
Side Stitch
Perfect Bound
Lay Flat
Sewn
Plastic Comb
Double Wire
Plastic Spiral
Spiral
Case Bound
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

75M

50M

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

25M

10M

100M

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

32 Page Book
Not available in a book with this many pages.

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

These charts show relative costs based on a
32 page, 81⁄2 x11 book with binding on
11- inch dimension. Assumes text weight plus
coverstock for covers. Includes bindery time
and materials only.

5M

1M

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

One of the major factors in choosing a binding
method appropriate for your project is the cost
to bind your book. These graphs will give you a
general idea of the relative cost differences
among the various binding methods discussed
in Via Basics: Binding. Of course, this is just a
guide; there are many factors that will determine
the cost of your job, including your binder’s
equipment and the unique specifications of your
job. For best results — and the best price —
always consult your binder early in the design
process to maximize production efficiencies.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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COST COMPARISON -144 PAGE BOOK

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

144 Page Book
Not available in a book with this many pages.

50M

75M

100M

Saddle Stitch
Loop Stitch
Side Stitch
Perfect Bound
Lay Flat
Sewn
Plastic Comb
Double Wire
Plastic Spiral
Spiral
Case Bound
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

25M

One of the major factors in choosing a binding
method appropriate for your project is the cost
to bind your book. These graphs will give you a
general idea of the relative cost differences
among the various binding methods discussed
in Via Basics: Binding. Of course, this is just a
guide; there are many factors that will determine
the cost of your job, including your binder’s
equipment and the unique specifications of your
job. For best results — and the best price —
always consult your binder early in the design
process to maximize production efficiencies.
These charts show relative costs based on a
144 page, 81⁄2 x11 book with binding on
11- inch dimension. Assumes text weight plus
coverstock for covers. Includes bindery time
and materials only.

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

10M

5M

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

INCREASED COST PER THOUSAND

1M

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

PRE-BINDING FLIGHT CHECK
There are many details to consider when binding your project, from the simplest jobs to the
most complex. Be sure to do a complete pre-binding flight check with your binder before going
into production. Of course, every job is different, and this check list will vary depending on the
specifics of your job. However, the following points should always be checked before proceeding with any binding technique.

1. Double check for printing mistakes; these could affect the quality of the final
project, production rates, and ultimately the cost.
2. Rule off all press sheets. Be sure the press layouts are prepared as needed for
bindery purposes.
3. Pull samples of every printed signature and page component and create a
folding dummy.
4. Create a sample book. The sample must include all the components of the final
product and all the required binding applications.
5. Check the sample book, including all the printed pages before binding, to see
if pages are stripped in position.
6. Check to see if the sheet is folded in register.
7. Check all pages to be sure you’ve compensated correctly for creep, or push out.
8. Be sure you allow for appropriate bleed tolerances, if the printing bleeds.
9. Check to make sure all signatures/pages are in the proper sequence.
10. Determine if all margins are sufficient.
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11. Check images to be sure they clear the binding area.
12. Match spine thickness to the bulking sample.
13. Check spine for cracking.
14. Be sure that ink is completely dry or varnished/UV coated to avoid scuffing.

VIA BOOK THICKNESS ESTIMATES
Based on Text 80 [118 g/m2]
Via Ultra Smooth

Via Smooth

Via Vellum

Via Laid

Via Linen

mm

[sheets]

[sheets]

[sheets]

[sheets]

[sheets]

⁄

.793

12-13

9-10

9-10

10-11

12-13

1
16

⁄

1.586

24-25

19-20

18-19

21-22

25-26

1
8

⁄

3.175

48-49

39-40

37-38

42-43

50

1
4

⁄

6.350

96-97

78-79

74-75

84-85

100

⁄

9.525

144-145

117-118

111-112

127-128

150

1
2

⁄

12.700

192-193

156-157

149-150

169-170

200

5
8

⁄

15.875

240-241

195-196

186-187

211-212

250

3
4

⁄

19.050

288-289

234-235

223-224

254-255

300

7
8

⁄

22.225

336-337

273-274

261-262

296-297

350

1

25.400

384-385

312-313

298-299

338-339

400

Inches
1
32

3
8

This chart shows the approximate thickness of sheets of Via, Text 80 [118 g/m2]. This will help
you estimate the thickness of your book before making a bulking dummy.
The thickness, or caliper, of the paper is determined by the weight, bulk and finish of the
paper. Caliper readings are based on averages of many tests taken during the manufacturing
process. Caliper measurement tolerances will vary. In bindery work, even a thousandths of an
inch can make a difference, so use these estimates as a starting point: a bulking dummy is
always required for precise bindery planning.
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HOW TO DETERMINE PAGES PER INCH
To determine the pages per inch [PPI], divide 2 by the caliper of the paper. [Caliper is usually
reported in ten-thousandths of an inch.]
Formula
PPI =

2
Caliper

Example
PPI of Via Ultra Smooth, Text 80 [118 g/m2] =

2 = 384.61 PPI
.0052

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Here are the answers to the most frequently
asked binding questions by designers.

Q. Which binding techniques are best
suited for short runs?

[For designers]

A. Common binding techniques, like saddle
stitching, loop stitching and side stitching are
the simplest – and most economical – choices
for short runs. In addition, many printers also
have common binding equipment in house.

Q. When should I choose adhesive/sewn
binding over mechanical binding?
A. You might choose adhesive or sewn binding instead of mechanical binding for reasons of functionality or aesthetics. For example, if you have a book that needs to open
and lay flat, like a cookbook, you might
choose either PUR adhesive binding or double-loop binding over traditional perfect binding, since these methods allow books to lay
open on a surface. If your book requires a
printed spine, you could consider adhesive
or sewn binding, or design your book to
include a separate printed cover to partially
conceal spiral or double loop binding. If
your project requires you to design a book
that opens a full 360 degrees, the best
choice would be spiral or double loop wire.
Q. What is the thinnest book you can
perfect bind?
A. Most perfect binding equipment can
accommodate a minimum thickness of 1⁄16
inch. Lay flat and PUR binding requires a
greater minimum thickness: 11⁄2 inch.
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Q. What is the best binding technique if I
have critical crossovers?
A. The binding techniques that can best
accommodate tight registration on crossovers
are saddle stitching, loop stitching, double
loop, split wire, plastic comb binding, perfect
binding, lay flat and sewn binding. Spiral
wire and plastic spiral wire are not good
choices when crossovers are critical because
the registration from page to page will vary
slightly. Be sure to check with your printer or
binder at the onset of your project so they
can plan for tight crossovers in your design.

Q. What are the limitations to printing on
the spine of a perfect bound cover? On a
double loop book with a concealing cover?
A. On a perfect bound or double loop
cover, you may print the entire area of the
spine, but be sure to consult with your printer
beforehand. You’ll need to measure the spine
using a bulking dummy to be sure of the
exact width. Ink coverage that traps to scores
or bleeds across the spine will also need
close attention to ensure proper registration
and to avoid cracking. In addition, perfect
bound books will will need four scores on
the cover [two backbone plus two hinge] for
durability and to protect any glued areas
when opening. The paper you choose is
also a consideration for perfect bound
books; text and cover pages must be parallel
with the spine or the covers may wrinkle.
Q. I need to bind a very large, high-quality book. Which binding techniques can
handle the job?
A. Although automated equipment has size
limitations, it is very possible to bind very
large, or even very small books using various
techniques, including spiral binding, double
loop binding, sewn binding and case binding. The cost is likely to rise, however,
because your project may require manual
attention. Check with your binder in the early
stages of your project to determine which
binding method is most cost-efficient and
achieves your design objectives.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Here are the answers to the most frequently
asked binding questions by printers.
[For printers]
Q. When should I perf before folding?
A. Always consult with your binder before
perforating anything. Some perfect bound
books [called burst perfect bound] are perforated before folding to allow the glue deeper
into the binding. Do not perforate jobs that
will be sewn or case bound before folding.
Q. When should I collate the job? When
should the binder do it?
A. Since every job is different, and because
equipment varies widely among printers and
binderies, it is important to always consult
with the binder early in the project to determine who is best suited to cut, fold and collate any job.
Q. How do I make the sequence of pages
clear to my binder?
A. Be sure to include collating marks, or
plugs, on the spine of every signature you
provide. These are short lines, about 1⁄32
inches thick, which are printed on the spine
of each signature in staircase fashion and
indicate the proper sequence. Also, be sure
to request a binding sample before binding
the job.
Q. How much margin do I need to leave
for mechanical binding? Adhesive binding? Common binding?
A. The distance depends on the type of binding technique and the specific bindery equipment being used. See page 8 for a guideline and check with your binder on every job.
Q. How much room do I need to leave for
glue trap on a perfect bound book?
A. Usually, the cover should be 1⁄8 to 3⁄8 inch
longer than the signature on the foot to act
as a glue trap. However, equipment varies,
so be sure to check with your binder.

Q. When should I use wax-free inks?
A. Traditional printing inks can interfere with
some perfect binding and lay flat adhesives,
resulting in a less stable binding. If the inside
of the spine to be glued is printing, be sure
to notify your binder. Depending on the
adhesive being used, you may need to use
wax-free inks to eliminate this problem.
Q. How do I minimize cracking on perfect
bound books?
A. To minimize cracking, be sure to lay out
text and cover pages with the paper grain
parallel to the spine. Short grain covers will
crack and short grain text pages are weak.
In addition, short-grain covers may wrinkle
on the spine. Also, be sure to choose the
right process for your purpose. Reference
books and books that need to open and lay
flat might be better suited for lay flat or PUR
adhesive binding, rather than traditional perfect binding.
Q. When is paper grain direction a binding issue?
A. Frequently. Although it’s commonly overlooked, most binding techniques achieve better results when the job is run with the grain.
Common binding techniques offer the most
latitude; with saddle stitching and loop stitching, grain direction is less critical, except on
the covers, which may crack. Side stitched
documents should always run with the grain
to avoid cracking problems. Check with your
binder if you are running a spiral (wire or
plastic), double loop or plastic comb job
against the grain. Some heavier stocks may
not punch successfully if they are run against
the grain. Grain direction is particularly
important in adhesive and sewn binding
methods where cover and text may wrinkle
or crack if they are run cross-grain.
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GLOSSARY
Adhesive Binding
Adhesive binding options use glue to hold
pages together. Adhesive bindings, such as
perfect binding, are considered to be very
versatile.
Backbone
Also called the spine. The portion of a
bound book that connects the front and back
covers.
Basis Weight
The weight in pounds of a ream [500
sheets] of paper cut to its basic size in inches. In binding, different papers of the same
basis weight can bulk out to different thicknesses based on the caliper of the paper.
Binding Dummy
Blank pages of assembled signatures that are
saddle stitched and trimmed. Its purpose is to
show the compensation needed for creep.
Binding Edge
The side of the document where signatures or
pages are joined together.
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Blueline [Composed blueline]
A blueline is a printer’s proof created by
exposing negative film output from an electronic file to light-sensitive paper. These negatives are then used to create the actual printing plates, which print a document. A composed blueline is a folded, bound sample
made from the blueline. Check the composed
blueline to ensure placement of spine, scores,
holes, drills and other binding-related issues.
Book Block
A book that has been folded [if that applies],
gathered and stitched but is not cased-in.
Brochure
A form of printed, promotional collateral
material, usually in some type of booklet or
folder form. Brochures are frequently bound
by a variety of methods including common,
mechanical, adhesive or sewn bindings.

Bulk or Bulk Out
Different papers of the same basis weight
can bulk or bulk out to different thicknesses.
Printers need to know the bulk of the paper
they are using on a particular job in order
to determine a number of things [such as
estimated load changes on press, efficiency of binding operation, and the final size
of a book’s spine]. Binders also need to
know paper bulk to determine material
usage such as glue consumption to determine the ring or spiral size and to estimate
punching or drilling time. To determine the
bulk of a paper, the caliper of four sheets
of paper stock, divided by four, is called
its “bulking number.”
Bulking Number
See Bulk or Bulk Out.
Bulking Sample
Also called a “bulking dummy.” A book
made up of blank sheets of the actual stock
which will be used to print the job. They are
folded, gathered and assembled to show the
final thickness.
Burst Binding
See Notch Binding.
Caliper
The caliper of the paper is the thickness of a
single sheet of paper measured by a micrometer. Papers of similar weights may have different calipers which affect the efficiency of
certain binding processes.
Capacity
The maximum trim size and thickness you can
bind on a given type of binding equipment.
Case Binding
This is the process that results in a hardcover
book. A book block attaches to a rigid
board material with end papers. See page
50 for more information about case binding.
Case Bound Book
See case binding.
Channel Creasing Matrix
A type of letterpress scoring. See Scoring.

Collating Mark
See Plug.
Comb Binding
A plastic strip is inserted through slots or holes
punched along the binding edge of papers.
Also called plastic comb binding.
Common Binding
Common binding is the most-often specified
binding option and is the simplest binding
method to accomplish. Saddle stitching is the
most specified common binding, but other
variations of common binding include loop
stitch or side stitch.
Crash
A coarse, mesh cloth, which is highly
starched and placed over the binding edge
of a book prior to case-binding to help hold
the book in its cover. Also used in lay flat
binding for flexibility.
Creep
Also called push out. As the bulk of a book
increases, the inside pages of a booklet will
creep out further from the spine than the outside pages.
Crossover
An image that straddles two pages or runs
across a spread. This is critical for bindery
work, particularly when the crossover image
is created from two separate pages. Not all
bindery methods are good candidates when
crossovers need to match up exactly.
Cross Grain
Folding at a right angle to the direction of the
grain in the paper stock. Also called folding
the stock against the grain. In some binding
methods, such as perfect binding and case
binding, grain direction is important to the finished product.
Double Loop Binding
Books bound with double wire spiral binding
[also called twin wire] use a continuous hinge
of double loops of wire to hold the book covers and leaves together. A common trademark
name for double loop wire is Wire-O.

Drill
A hole that is diecut. Holes that are not round
or are too small to be diecut or punched.
Drop
A gap, usually at the top of a page, before
the printed image starts.
Dummy
To designers, this is known as a “comp.” This
is the first composed, comprehensive layout
prepared for the client by a designer. This is
generally passed on to the printer, along with
printing specifications. A dummy is a tangible
tool to indicate the size, shape, form and the
general appearance of the finished product.
Face
The front of a book.
Face Trim
A trim to the outside edge of the book, parallel to the spine.
Finish Size
The final trim size of a completed, bound
document.
Folding
To bend or crease a sheet of paper to create
a printed or bound document.
Foot
The bottom or tail of a book.
Gathering
Assembling a set of signatures sequentially.
Also called collating.
Gluing
In adhesive binding, applying glue to the
spine before the cover is attached.
Gluing-off
In case binding, applying glue to the spine of
a book before applying the cover.
Grind-off
In perfect binding, a rough trim to the spine
to improve the adhesion of glue to the cover.
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GLOSSARY [continued]
Gutter Margin
Gutter margin, the amount of space left in the
“gutter” is a critical consideration on mechanical binding jobs. You should always allow a
1
⁄2 inch gutter margin for hole punching. If the
book is over 1⁄2 inch thick, a wider gutter margin may be needed.
Head
The top of a book.
Hitting Type
When the binding hits the type or printed
matter on a page. This happens when the
inside gutter margins aren’t wide enough.
Imposition
The positioning of the pages on the press sheet.
Lay Flat Binding
Lay flat binding refers to a binding process
originally patented under the name Otabind
and describes a lay flat book with a soft
cover binding. The pages of the book don’t
attach to the inside cover spine; rather a
free-floating “cap” affixed to the inside covers of the book holds the pages. For books
that must lay flat, it is an alternative to perfect binding.
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Leaf
A single sheet of paper [2 pages]. Often used
interchangeably with pages, which is incorrect.
Confusing “leaves” and “pages” can result in a
bid or estimate that’s incorrect. For example, a
mechanically-bound book with 50 pages likely
consists of 25 leaves [sheets].
Letterfold
A term that is used to specify that a piece is
to be folded like a letter, in thirds. This is
imprecise. If you specify “letterfold” you must
also indicate whether the letterhead folds in
[specify head in, wrap fold] or if you want
the top of the letterhead to show [specify
head out, accordion fold].
Letterpress Score
See Scoring.
Lift
A stack of paper.

Loop Stitch
Loop stitching is a variation on saddle stitching. The stitch, or wire, is formed into a circular loop which sticks out beyond the spine in
the finished book. The loops are designed to
slip onto the rings of a three-ring binder.
Mechanical Binding
A binding process that uses a comb, a coil, a
ring binder, a post or any other technique that
doesn’t require gluing, sewing or stitching.
Mousetrapping
The familiar tendency of a paperback book
to snap shut unless the spine is broken. A broken spine lessens the integrity of a book.
Notch Binding
Also known as Burst binding. A form of adhesive binding that requires each signature to
be notched or burst [perforated] on the spine.
During the binding process, adhesive is
forced between the perforations to hold the
pages together.
Otabind
See Lay flat binding. This is the original,
patented lay flat process.
Padding
Creating a “pad” of sheets by applying a
flexible adhesive to one edge of a stack of
sheets.
Page
One side of a piece of paper.
Pages Per Inch (PPI)
This is the unit of measurement used for the
thickness or bulk of book papers.
Perfect Binding
A method of binding which uses adhesive to
hold signatures or pages together.
Perforate
To create small holes or slots in paper or
board. In perfect binding, paper is sometimes
perforated to improve its ability to accept
glue, and create a strong bond between the
pages and the cover. In mechanical binding,
pages are perforated to accommodate wire
or plastic coil binding.

Pitch Size [pitch ratio]
In spiral wire, plastic wire, double loop and
plastic comb binding, pitch refers to the
spacing of the punch holes and/or the spacing between each loop of binding. In general, the smaller the book, the more severe the
pitch size. For example, a small book might
need a 5 to 1 pitch ratio, a medium book
might need a 4 to 1 pitch ratio, while a
large book might need a 2.5 to 1 pitch
ratio. Pitch size is a critical element in creating
a wire bound book that functions properly.
Plastic Comb Binding
A plastic strip is inserted through slots or
holes punched along the binding edge of
papers.
Plastic Spiral
A continuous single strand plastic spiral binding which is looped through holes.
Plug
Short lines, about 1⁄32 inch thick, which are
printed on the spine of each signature in
staircase fashion. These marks indicate the
correct sequence. Also called collating mark.
Pocket
In common, mechanical and adhesive binding, signatures are often gathered together
automatically on the binding equipment.
Each folded signature is inserted into a
mechanical pocket, which ultimately gathers
all the material together in the correct order
before it is bound.
Punching
A method used to create holes for mechanical
binding such as plastic combs and wire.
PUR Lay Flat Binding
See Lay Flat Binding. PUR is an acronym for
polyurethene-reactive hot-melt adhesive. PUR
adhesive is more flexible than other kinds of
adhesive, and is suitable for use with all
types of uncoated and coated stocks.
Rule Up
A press sheet on which rules have been
drawn to show the trim, final size, perforations, scoring and folding.

Rule and Counter
A type of letterpress scoring. See Scoring.
Saddle Stitch
Binding multiple sheets by opening the signatures in the center and gathering and stitching them with a wire through the fold line.
The folded sheets rest on supports called saddles in the stitcher. A common binding
method for brochures and booklets.
Scoring
A process used to get a crisp and accurate
fold on paper. Letterpress scoring is generally
preferred. Common letterpress scoring methods include rule and counter, and channel
creasing matrix. For text and cover papers, a
hot score generally improves folding on difficult jobs and eliminates the possibility of
cracking. Scoring produces an embossed
ridge on the paper. This “bump” should be
inside the fold. The heavier and thicker the
paper, the wider the score. Generally, the
width of the score should be at least the
same as the caliper of the paper.
Signature
Also called sigs, for short. A signature is a
sheet of paper, which, when folded and cut,
forms a section of a brochure, a book or a
pamphlet. The most common are 4-, 8-,16and 32-page signatures.
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Sewn Binding
Bookbinding by sewing thread through the
backfold of a signature and from signature to
signature. This links the signatures together
and allows the book to lay flat.
Sheet
A single sheet of paper. Also called a leaf.
Side Sewing
A form of sewn binding where the book is
sewn as a single unit, straight through the
side close to the gutter. Side sewn books will
not lie flat when open.
Side Stitching
A method of common binding where the
folded signatures or pages are stitched along
the side near the gutter margin. The pages
will not lie flat.

GLOSSARY [continued]
Spine
Also called the backbone. The side of a bound
book connecting the front and back covers.
Spiral Wire Binding
Also called coil binding. This binding is done
by using a spiral of continuous wire or plastic
looped or wound through holes.
Split Wire Binding
A variation on double loop binding where
the binding is split into two distinct sections
placed at equal distances from the head and
tail of the book.
Stitching
To bind with wire, as in saddle stitching, loop
stitching and side stitching.
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Tail
The bottom, or foot, of a book.
Top
The head of a book.
Tip-in
Using an adhesive to attach a leaf or foldout
to a book.
Trim
A straight line cut to remove excess paper.
“Trim” often also refers to finished size.
Wire-O® or Wire-O Binding
This is a trademark owned by James Burns
International. Wire-O is used for double
wire binding.

INFORMATION SOURCES
Please contact the following resources for
additional information about binding and
finishing.
Publications, Books and Published
Information
Binding, Finishing & Distribution [BF&D]
Published Bi-monthly by Favat Publications
P.O. Box 1226
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043
609.770.0283
Binding, Finishing & Mailing: The Final Word
GATF Press
The Graphic Arts Technical Foundation
200 Deer Run Road
Sewickley, PA 15143-2600
412.741-6860
Pocket Pal
International Paper Company
6400 Poplar Avenue
Memphis, TN 38197
www.ipaper.com
What the Printer Should Know about Paper
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation
200 Deer Run Road
Sewickley, PA 15143-2600
412.741.6860
www.gatf.org
The Binding Edge
Official publication of the Binding Industries
of America
70 East Lake Street
Chicago, IL 60601
312.372.7606
www.bindingindustries.org

Industry Information
Binders & Finishers Association
408 8th Avenue
Suite 10A
New York, NY 10001-1816
212.629.3232
www.bindernet.com
Binding, Finishing & Distribution
P.O. Box 1226
Voorhees, NJ 08043
609.770.0283
Fax 609.770.5654
www.BFDonline.com
Binding Industries of America
70 East Lake Street
Chicago, IL 60601
312.372.7606
www.bindingindustries.org
Graphic Arts Blue Book
345 Hudson Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10014
www.gabb.com
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation
200 Deer Run Road
Sewickley, PA 15143-2600
412.741.6860
www.gatf.org
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Via is the fastest-selling uncoated premium writing, text and cover

paper system on the market. We’re happy about this but not

entirely surprised. Why? Via is versatile, affordable, prints like

crazy and looks pretty terrific even with just one or two ink colors.

Sound simple? It is. It’s so simple.

it’s so simple
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